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Fórum of the Freedom has debated principles of the copyright
18/04/2007 - Enfato

“The copyright in century XXI: challenges and
concerns” panel of the Fórum of the Freedom, that
happened day 17/04, in building 41 of the PUCRS, in
Porto Alegre was the subject debated 4º. The General
Director of the Net Services, Francisco Valim, pointed
that 75% of the Brazilians make use of the piracy,
being that great part of this number is of the
classrooms and B. “In this in case that, is proven that
the problem in Brazil is the call `jeitinho', because
income is not”, detaches. Palestrante presented Law of
Gerson, that it consists of people who like to take
advantage in, in the negative direction of if using to
advantage of all the situations in proper benefit, without if mattering with the
ethics. Valim also showed that only in the city of São Paulo, in 2005, pirates had
been apprehended 1,5 million of copies of cds. Already in 2006, the number
increased for 2 million. “The way against the piracy is a cultual question”,
evaluated.
Already the palestrante and Vice-president of The Heritage Foundation, Becky Norton Dunlop, approached the
principles of the individual freedom through the indices of economic freedom. “If the humanity never had
developed the concept of `I' and of `mine', never we would have the right to enjoy a good. This concept was a
necessary condition for the evolution of the world”, explains Becky. According to palestrante, currently, the people
pass 40% of its lives searching a professional formation. “This certifies the progress of the evolution human being.
The world more grows a thousand times in the qualification of people of what at the time where the economy
survived of the agricultural production. This fact must it the rights of physical properties and intellectual”, it
affirmed.

Already Director-President and co-founder of the
Institute will be Trade, Standards and Sustainable
Development, Lawrence Kogan, were emphatical:
necessary Brazil to know that something exists
called copyright e, had to this, the population has a
great challenge: to serve with integrity, either in
the government, either in the work. “The ideas of
rights of properties must be clarified well”, said. It
also synthecizes the challenge citing James
Madison: “A person does not have only right in its
properties, but also she has property in its rights”.
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